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Figure 1. Complete UVOIR light curves, along with the models with the highest likelihood scores. Solid lines represent the realizations of
highest likelihood for each model, while shaded regions represent the 1� uncertainty ranges. For some bands there are multiple lines that
capture subtle differences between filters.

The variance parameter � is an additional scatter term, which
we fit, that encompasses additional uncertainty in the models
and/or data. For upper limits, we use a one-sided Gaussian
penalty term.

For each component of our model there are four free pa-
rameters: ejecta mass (Mej), ejecta velocity (vej), opacity (),
and the temperature floor (Tc). We use flat priors for the first
three parameters, and a log-uniform prior for Tc. In the case
of the asymmetric model, we assume a flat prior for the half
opening angle (✓).

For each model, we ran MOSFiT for approximately 24
hours using 10 nodes on Harvard University’s Odyssey com-
puter cluster. We utilized 100 chains until they reached con-
vergence (i.e., had a Gelman-Rubin statistic < 1.1; Gelman
& Rubin 1992). We use the first ' 80% of the chain as burn-
in. We compare the resulting fits utilizing the Watanabe-
Akaike Information Criteria (WAIC, Watanabe 2010; Gel-

man et al. 2014), which accounts for both the likelihood score
and number of fitted parameters for each model.

4. RESULTS OF THE KILONOVA MODELS

We fit three different models to the data: a spherical
two-component model, a spherical three-component model,
and an asymmetric three-component model. The results are
shown in Figures 1–5 and summarized in Table 2.

For the spherical two-component model we allow the opac-
ity of the red component to vary freely. This model has a total
of 8 free parameters: two ejecta masses, velocities and tem-
peratures, one free opacity, and one scatter term. We find
best-fit values of Mblue

ej = 0.019+0.001
-0.001 M�, vblue

ej = 0.257+0.009
-0.007c,

Mred
ej = 0.047+0.002

-0.002 M�, vred
ej = 0.151+0.004

-0.004c, and red = 3.78+0.13
-0.07

cm2 g-1. Although the model provides an adequate fit, it
predicts a double-peaked structure in the NIR light curves
at ⇡ 2 - 5 days that is not seen in the data.
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The X-ray counterpart to the gravitational-wave 
event GW170817
E. Troja1,2, L. Piro3, H. van Eerten4, R. T. Wollaeger5, M. Im6, O. D. Fox7, N. R. Butler8, S. B. Cenko2,9, T. Sakamoto10, C. L. Fryer5, 
R. Ricci11, A. Lien2,12, R. E. Ryan Jr7, O. Korobkin5, S.-K. Lee6, J. M. Burgess13, W. H. Lee14, A. M. Watson14, C. Choi6, S. Covino15, 
P. D’Avanzo15, C. J. Fontes5, J. Becerra González16,17, H. G. Khandrika7, J. Kim6, S.-L. Kim18, C.-U. Lee18, H. M. Lee19, 
A. Kutyrev1,2, G. Lim6, R. Sánchez-Ramírez3, S. Veilleux1,9, M. H. Wieringa20 & Y. Yoon6

A long-standing paradigm in astrophysics is that collisions—
or mergers—of two neutron stars form highly relativistic and 
collimated outflows (jets) that power γ-ray bursts of short (less 
than two seconds) duration1–3. The observational support for 
this model, however, is only indirect4,5. A hitherto outstanding 
prediction is that gravitational-wave events from such mergers 
should be associated with γ-ray bursts, and that a majority of 
these bursts should be seen off-axis, that is, they should point 
away from Earth6,7. Here we report the discovery observations 
of the X-ray counterpart associated with the gravitational-wave 
event GW170817. Although the electromagnetic counterpart at 
optical and infrared frequencies is dominated by the radioactive 
glow (known as a ‘kilonova’) from freshly synthesized rapid 
neutron capture (r-process) material in the merger ejecta8–10, 
observations at X-ray and, later, radio frequencies are consistent 
with a short γ-ray burst viewed off-axis7,11. Our detection of X-ray 
emission at a location coincident with the kilonova transient 
provides the missing observational link between short γ-ray 
bursts and gravitational waves from neutron-star mergers, and 
gives independent confirmation of the collimated nature of the 
γ-ray-burst emission.

On 17 August 2017 at 12:41:04 universal time (ut; hereafter T0), 
the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory 
(LIGO) detected a gravitational-wave transient from the merger of two 
neutron stars at a distance12 of 40 ± 8  Mpc. Approximately two seconds 
later, a weak γ-ray burst (GRB) of short duration (<2 s) was observed 
by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope13 and INTEGRAL14. The 
low luminosity of this γ-ray transient was unusual compared to the 
population of short GRBs at cosmological distances15 , and its physical 
connection with the gravitational-wave event remained unclear.

A vigorous observing campaign targeted the localization region 
of the gravitational-wave transient, and rapidly identified a source of 
bright optical, infrared and ultraviolet emission in the early-type galaxy  
NGC 499316,17. This source was designated ‘SSS17a’ by the Swope 
team16, but here we use the official IAU designation, AT 2017gfo.

AT 2017gfo was initially not visible at radio and X-ray wavelengths. 
However, on 26 August 2017, we observed the field with the Chandra  
X-ray Observatory and detected X-ray emission at the position  
of AT 2017gfo (Fig. 1). The observed X-ray flux (see Methods) implies 
an isotropic luminosity of 9 ×  1038  erg s− 1 if located in NGC 4993  
at a distance of about 40 Mpc. Further Chandra observations,  
performed between 1 and 2 September 2017, confirmed the presence 
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Figure 1 | Optical/infrared and X-ray images of the counterpart of 
GW170817. a, Hubble Space Telescope observations show a bright and 
red transient in the early-type galaxy NGC 4993, at a projected physical 
offset of about 2 kpc from its nucleus. A similar small offset is observed 

in less than a quarter of short GRBs5 . Dust lanes are visible in the inner 
regions, suggestive of a past merger activity (see Methods). b, Chandra 
observations revealed a faint X-ray source at the position of the optical/
infrared transient. X-ray emission from the galaxy nucleus is also visible.

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

X-rays

peak, ∼15–30 days (Figure 3). As the peak is fairly broad, we
predict that the emission should remain detectable with the
VLA for weeks to months. As GW170817 is currently too
close to the Sun to be observable by X-ray and optical facilities,
radio observations will remain the only way to monitor the
transient emission during this time. Continued radio monitoring
of GW170817 will help us further narrow down this parameter
space, allowing for tighter constraints on the burst energy and
circumbinary density.

4. Predictions for Future Radio Emission
from the KN Ejecta

In addition to the relativistic jet, BNS mergers are also
expected to generate non-relativistic ejecta, which will produce
synchrotron emission at radio wavelengths once it decelerates
(Nakar & Piran 2011). This is the same ejecta that initially
generates the KN emission detected in the UV/optical/NIR
bands. Compared to the relativistic jet, this ejecta component
will decelerate on a significantly longer timescale due to

its larger mass, » :– M0.01 0.1 (Metzger & Bower 2014;
Hotokezaka & Piran 2015). The radio emission from the KN
ejecta is therefore expected to peak on timescales of months to
years (Nakar & Piran 2011; Metzger & Berger 2012; Metzger
& Bower 2014; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015). Searches for this
component following a subset of cosmological SGRBs have all
yielded deep non-detections, placing constraints on the kinetic
energy injected of21051 erg in these events (Metzger & Bower
2014; Fong et al. 2016; Horesh et al. 2016).
For the first time, we can make specific predictions for the

KN radio emission using the parameters inferred from
modeling of the UV/optical/NIR emission (Chornock et al.
2017; Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017). The
KN emission requires two components: a “blue” component
with » :M M0.02ej and »v c0.3ej , and a “red” component
with »M 0.04ej :M and »v c0.1ej (Chornock et al. 2017;
Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017). The predicted
radio emission from each component is shown in Figure 4 for
a fiducial density of = ´ -n 1 10 3 cm−3 (solid lines). The
shaded bands indicate the full range of possible densities

Figure 3. Simulated radio light curves for the four models also presented in Margutti et al. (2017), shown with all of our radio upper limits (triangles; s3 ) and
detections (circles). The emission peaks on a timescale of ∼15–30 days, but should remain detectable at 6 GHz for weeks to months. We note that the observations at
19.2 days were taken under poor weather conditions, which can lead to flux decorrelation at high frequencies of 10 GHz. Our final 10 GHz upper limit may therefore
underestimate the true flux density at this epoch.
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• unique event in astronomy, 
unprecedented level of multi-
messenger observations

• confirms association of BNS to 
SGRBs 

GW170817: Implications for the astrophysical site of the r-process

• kilonova provides strong 
evidence for synthesis of 
r-process material

Archival data: SGRB spectral 
properties may not be unusual

Burns+ 2018
VLBI obs.: SGRB morphology 
may not be unusual Mooley+ 2018b
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Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, Hoyle (“B2FH”)

Cameron

Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, Hoyle (1957), Cameron (1957):

The heavy elements (A > 62) are formed by 
neutron capture onto seed nuclei 

speculated that r-process requires explosive environment of supernovae
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"It is the stars, The stars above us, govern our conditions";
(Eing Lear, Act IV, Scene 3)

"The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, But in ourselves, "
(Julius Caesar, Act I, Scene 2)
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and aggregates. The 21-cm absorption spectra 
will be investigated for accessible discrete radio 
sources. Studies relating to the spiral structure 
of our galaxy will be limited largely to regional 
surveys for small sections of the sky; we shall 
stress in these studies at all times the close inter- 
connection that exists between radio and optical 
phenomena. Following Heeschen’s successful de- 
tection of 21-cm emission from the Coma cluster 
of galaxies, we shall attempt to study further 
21-cm radiation from beyond our own galactic 
system, but in these studies we shall be limited 
to some extent by our electronic equipment, 
which was designed especially for high-resolution 
work in our own galaxy. 

The new equipment is described in some detail 
in Sky and Telescope for July 1956, and an article 
is in press in Nature, 

Harvard College Observatory, 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Burbidge, G. R. and Hoyle, F. Matter and anti- 
matter. 

The implications of anti-matter, consisting of 
positrons and anti-protons, existing on a cosmic 
scale are discussed. It is shown from a consid- 
eration of the kinetic and magnetic energy of the 
interstellar gas clouds and from the energy of 
cosmic radiation that the ratio of anti-matter to 
ordinary matter in our Galaxy cannot exceed 
about io~7. The importance to radio astronomy 
of such a limit being attained is investigated. It 
appears that the intensities of radio emission 
from galactic and extragalactic sources may be 
quantitatively explained on this hypothesis. The 
relation of these ideas to cosmology is also briefly 
discussed. 

Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 

California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, Calif. 

Byram, E. T., Chubb, T. A., Friedman, H. and 
Kupperian, J. E., Jr. Rocket observations of 
extraterrestrial far-ultraviolet radiation. 

An experiment to survey the night-sky radia- 
tion in the far ultraviolet was attempted for the 
first time in Naval Research Laboratory Aerobee 
25 flown from White Sands Proving Ground, 
New Mexico, at 2:00 a.m., MST on November 
ï?» ïQSS- The rocket reached an altitude of 104 
km. Collimated photon counters were used to 
cover the bands 1100Â to 1340Â and 1220Â to 
1340Â. A strong diffuse response was observed 

9 

in the 1100Â to 1340Â detector which included 
the Lyman a line of hydrogen, 1216Â. The 
1220Â to 1340Â tube detected discrete celestial 
sources. Of the region scanned by this tube the 
most significant responses were obtained in the 
Puppis-Vela region. 

Naval Research Laboratory, 
Washington, D. C. 

Cameron, A. G. W. On the origin of the heavy 
elements. 

The inverse correlation between the metal 
abundances and the ages of stars suggests that 
the elements have been formed in stellar interiors. 
An analysis of the cosmic abundances of nuclear 
isobars, and calculations relating to the growth 
of nuclide abundances by neutron capture, show 
that the following three mechanisms are neces- 
sary, and probably sufficient, to produce the 
observed cosmic abundances of the nuclides with 
mass number greater than 70. 

(1) Neutron capture on a slow time-scale. 
When helium thermonuclear reactions commence 
in a hydrogen-exhausted stellar core, explosive 
instability forces an expansion of the core, prob- 
ably accompanied by mixing between the core 
and envelope (Hoyle and Schwarzschild 1955). 
Further helium reactions then produce neutrons. 
These are initially captured predominantly by 
the iron abundance peak and eventually large 
abundances of certain heavy nuclides are pro- 
duced. The mean time between neutron captures 
in a typical heavy nucleus is of the order of 10 
to 100 years. The observed cosmic abundances 
correspond to the production and capture by 
heavy nuclides of about 18 neutrons per silicon 
nucleus initially present in the core. 

(2) Neutron capture on a fast time-scale. It 
has been suggested (Hoyle 1946) that in super- 
novae a rapid implosion of the core is accom- 
panied by a thermonuclear explosion in the 
envelope. If the hydrogen abundance in the 
envelope is comparable to the abundance of 
the products of advanced thermonuclear reac- 
tions, the explosion will rapidly exhaust the hy- 
drogen and then produce very high fluxes of 
neutrons by exothermic (a, n) reactions. It has 
been suggested (G. R. Burbidge, F. Hoyle, E. M. 
Burbidge, R. F. Christy and W. A. Fowler, un- 
published) that this is the mechanism involved 
in Type I supernova explosions. The mean time 
between neutron captures in a typical heavy 
nucleus will be of the order of a second, and the 
effects of closed neutron shells are reflected in 
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The kilonova of GW170817

Daniel Siegel

• red/purple kilonova properties: 

Mej ~ 4-5x10-2Msun

vej ~ 0.08-0.14c
Ye < 0.25
XLa ~ 0.01

Kilpatrick+ 2017
Kasen+ 2017
Kasliwal+ 2017
Drout+ 2017
Cowperthwaite+ 2017
Chornock+ 2017
Villar+ 2017
Coughlin+ 2018
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Figure 1. Complete UVOIR light curves, along with the models with the highest likelihood scores. Solid lines represent the realizations of
highest likelihood for each model, while shaded regions represent the 1� uncertainty ranges. For some bands there are multiple lines that
capture subtle differences between filters.

The variance parameter � is an additional scatter term, which
we fit, that encompasses additional uncertainty in the models
and/or data. For upper limits, we use a one-sided Gaussian
penalty term.

For each component of our model there are four free pa-
rameters: ejecta mass (Mej), ejecta velocity (vej), opacity (),
and the temperature floor (Tc). We use flat priors for the first
three parameters, and a log-uniform prior for Tc. In the case
of the asymmetric model, we assume a flat prior for the half
opening angle (✓).

For each model, we ran MOSFiT for approximately 24
hours using 10 nodes on Harvard University’s Odyssey com-
puter cluster. We utilized 100 chains until they reached con-
vergence (i.e., had a Gelman-Rubin statistic < 1.1; Gelman
& Rubin 1992). We use the first ' 80% of the chain as burn-
in. We compare the resulting fits utilizing the Watanabe-
Akaike Information Criteria (WAIC, Watanabe 2010; Gel-

man et al. 2014), which accounts for both the likelihood score
and number of fitted parameters for each model.

4. RESULTS OF THE KILONOVA MODELS

We fit three different models to the data: a spherical
two-component model, a spherical three-component model,
and an asymmetric three-component model. The results are
shown in Figures 1–5 and summarized in Table 2.

For the spherical two-component model we allow the opac-
ity of the red component to vary freely. This model has a total
of 8 free parameters: two ejecta masses, velocities and tem-
peratures, one free opacity, and one scatter term. We find
best-fit values of Mblue

ej = 0.019+0.001
-0.001 M�, vblue

ej = 0.257+0.009
-0.007c,

Mred
ej = 0.047+0.002

-0.002 M�, vred
ej = 0.151+0.004

-0.004c, and red = 3.78+0.13
-0.07

cm2 g-1. Although the model provides an adequate fit, it
predicts a double-peaked structure in the NIR light curves
at ⇡ 2 - 5 days that is not seen in the data.

Villar+ 2017

red/purple KN

blue KN• blue kilonova properties: 

Mej ~ 10-2Msun

vej ~ 0.2-0.3c
Ye > 0.25
XLa < 10-4

Kilpatrick+ 2017
Kasen+ 2017
Nicholl+ 2017
Villar+ 2017
Coughlin+ 2018

• two (“red-blue”) or multiple components expected from merger simulations

• single component models might be possible, 
but require fine-tuning of Ye

Smartt+ 2017
Waxman+ 2017

GW170817: Implications for the astrophysical site of the r-process
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Mass ejection 

GW170817 phenomenology



outflows

Sources of ejecta in NS mergers

Daniel Siegel

neutrino-driven wind 
Ṁin⇠(10�4�10�3)M�s

�1

magnetically driven wind
Ṁin⇠(10�3�10�2)M�s

�1

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 785:L6 (6pp), 2014 April 10 Siegel, Ciolfi, & Rezzolla

Figure 1. Snapshots of the magnetic field strength (color-coded in logarithmic scale and Gauss) and rest-mass density contours in the (x, z) plane at representative
times for model dip-60. Magnetic field lines are drawn in red in the left panel. The leftmost inset shows a magnification of the HMNS, the other ones show a
horizontal cut at z = 120 km.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but for model dip-6.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 3. Same as Figure 1, but for model rand.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

field geometry and could be absent if the field is randomly
distributed.

In all of the configurations considered, the mag-
netized baryon-loaded outflow has rest-mass densities
∼108–109 g cm−3 and is ejected from the star with velocities
v/c ! 0.1, in the isotropic part, and v/c ! 0.3, in the colli-
mated part.

Defining the isotropic luminosity as

LEM ≡ −
!

r=Rd

dΩ
√

−g (T
EM

)rt , (2)

where dΩ is the solid-angle element, g is the determinant
of the spacetime metric, and T

EM

µν is the EM part of the

3

wind

Siegel+ 2014
Ciolfi, Siegel+ 2017
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Figure 13. Colormaps of the log of the mass-loss rate per steradian (d2M/dt dΩ, in units of M⊙ s−1 str−1) for the no-spin BNS merger model at 10 ms (top left),
30 ms (top right), 60 ms (bottom left), and 100 ms (bottom right) after the start of the VULCAN/2D simulation, and depicting the mass loss associated with the initial
transient, followed by the neutrino-driven wind. The displayed region covers 2000 × 2000 km2. Regions that are infalling or denser than 1010 g cm−3 are shown in
red, and velocity vectors, overplotted in black, have a length saturated at 7% of the width of the display for a magnitude of 30,000 km s−1. Note the concomitant mass
loss from the poles down to midlatitudes (the wind) and the expansion of BNS merger material at near-equatorial latitudes.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

is on the order of 2×1052 erg in the torus disk, regions with den-
sities between 1011 and 1014 g cm−3. Similar conditions in the
core-collapse context yield powerful, magnetically (and ther-
mally) driven explosions (LeBlanc & Wilson 1970; Bisnovatyi-
Kogan et al. 1976; Akiyama et al. 2003; Ardeljan et al. 2005;
Moiseenko et al. 2006; Obergaulinger et al. 2006; Burrows
et al. 2007a; Dessart et al. 2007). Rotation dramatically en-
hances the rate of mass ejection by increasing the density
rather than the velocity of the flow, even possibly halting ac-
cretion and inhibiting the formation of a black hole (Dessart
et al. 2008). In the present context, the magneto-rotational
effects, which we do not include here, would considerably
enhance the mass flux of the neutrino-driven wind. Impor-
tantly, the loss of differential rotational energy needed to fa-
cilitate the gravitational instability is at the same time de-
laying it through the enhanced mass loss it induces. Work is
needed to understand the systematics of this interplay, and how
much rotational energy the back hole is eventually endowed
with.

Oechslin et al. (2007), using a conformally flat approximation
to GR and an SPH code, find that BNS mergers of the type
discussed here and modeled with the Shen EOS avoid the
general-relativistic gravitational instability for many tens of
milliseconds after the neutron stars first come into contact.
Baumgarte et al. (2000), and more recently Morrison et al.
(2004), Duez et al. (2004, 2006), and Shibata et al. (2006),
using GR (and for some using a polytropic EOS), find that
imposing even modest levels of differential rotation yields a
significant increase by up to 50% in the maximum mass that can
be supported stably, in particular pushing this value beyond that
of the merger remnant mass after coalescence. Surprisingly,
Baiotti et al. (2008), using a full GR treatment but with a
simplified (and soft) EOS, find prompt black hole formation
in such high-mass progenitors. Despite this lack of consensus,
the existence of neutron stars with a gravitational mass around
2 M⊙ favors a high incompressibility of nuclear matter, such
as in the Shen EOS, and suggests that SMNSs formed through
BNS merger events may survive for tens of milliseconds before

Dessart+ 2009

Metzger 2018

wind
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Figure 1. Rest-mass density profiles on the meridional plane for the NS–NS (SLy, Mtot = 2.7M⊙,Q = 1.0) (left) and BH–NS (H4, Q = 3, χ = 0.75) (right) models
at 8.8 ms after the onset of the merger. The red arrows show the velocity profiles of the ejecta.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

simulation using SACRA code (Yamamoto et al. 2008). We
follow the dynamical ejecta with the numerical-relativity simu-
lation until the head of the ejecta reaches ≃1000 km (see Ho-
tokezaka et al. 2013 and Kyutoku et al. 2013 for details). After
that, the density and velocity structures of the ejecta are mod-
eled assuming homologous expansion (Rosswog et al. 2013a).
For the simulations, we employ a piecewise polytropic EOS with
which the cold EOSs of neutron-star matter are well fitted (Read
et al. 2009). For systematic studies of the dependence of mass
ejection on the cold EOSs of neutron-star matter, we consider
five cold EOSs: APR4 (Akmal et al. 1998) and SLy (Douchin &
Haensel 2001) as soft EOSs, ALF2 (Alford et al. 2005) as a mod-
erate EOS, and H4 (Glendenning & Moszkowski 1991; Lackey
et al. 2006) and MS1 (Müller & Serot 1996) as stiff EOSs.7
To take into account the effects of shock heating, we add the
thermal pressure as a Γ-law ideal gas EOS. The ejecta masses
obtained with this approximation of thermal effects agree with
those obtained with tabulated finite-temperature EOSs within
errors of several tens of percent for NS–NS mergers (Bauswein
et al. 2013).

For NS–NS mergers, we choose the total gravitational mass
of the binary Mtot = 2.6 M⊙–2.8 M⊙ and the mass ratio8

Q = 1.0–1.25. For BH–NS mergers, the gravitational mass of
the neutron star MNS is fixed to be 1.35 M⊙ and the mass ratio
is chosen to be Q = 3–7. The nondimensional spin parameter
of the black hole χ is chosen as χ = 0.75. We also perform
the simulations for Q = 7 and χ = 0.5. These parameters,
ejecta masses Mej, and averaged ejecta velocities ⟨vej⟩/c of the
progenitor models are summarized in Table 1.

The morphologies of the ejecta for NS–NS and BH–NS
mergers are compared in Figure 1. This figure plots the profiles
of the density and velocity fields at 8.8 ms after the onset of
the merger. Note that the ejecta velocities are in the small range
between ∼ 0.1c and ∼ 0.3c irrespective of the progenitor model.
However, the ejecta mass and morphology depend sensitively
on the progenitor models. In Table 1, we summarize these
properties of the NS–NS and BH–NS ejecta.

NS–NS ejecta. As shown in Figure 1, the NS–NS ejecta have
a spheroidal shape, rather than a torus or a disk, irrespective of
Q and EOS as long as a hypermassive neutron star is formed
after the merger. The reason is as follows. The origin of the

7 In this Letter, “soft” and “stiff” EOSs mean those which reproduce the radii
R1.35 ! 12 km and R1.35 " 13.5 km, respectively. Here R1.35 is the radius of a
cold, spherical neutron star with the gravitational mass 1.35 M⊙. For all the
EOSs, the maximum masses of spherical neutron stars are larger than ≃2 M⊙.
8 The mass ratio is defined by Q = m1/m2 with m1 " m2, where m1 and m2
are the component masses of a binary.

Table 1
Parameters of the Progenitor Models and Their Ejecta Properties

EOS Type R1.35 Mtot/M⊙ Q χ Mej/10− 2 M⊙ ⟨vej⟩/c
APR4 NS–NS 11.1 2.6–2.9 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.01–1.4 0.22–0.27
SLy NS–NS 11.4 2.6–2.8 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.8–2.0 0.20–0.26
ALF2 NS–NS 12.4 2.6–2.8 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.15–0.55 0.22–0.24
H4 NS–NS 13.6 2.6–2.8 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.03–0.40 0.18–0.26
MS1 NS–NS 14.4 2.6–2.8 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.06–0.35 0.18–0.20

APR4 BH–NS 11.1 5.4–10.8 3.0–7.0 0.75 0.05–1.0 0.23–0.27
ALF2 BH–NS 12.4 5.4–10.8 3.0–7.0 0.75 2.0–4.0 0.25–0.29
H4 BH–NS 13.6 5.4–10.8 3.0–7.0 0.75 4.0–5.0 0.24–0.29
MS1 BH–NS 14.4 5.4–10.8 3.0–7.0 0.75 6.5–8.0 0.25–0.30

APR4 BH–NS 11.1 10.8 7.0 0.5 #10− 4 · · ·
ALF2 BH–NS 12.4 10.8 7.0 0.5 0.02 0.27
H4 BH–NS 13.6 10.8 7.0 0.5 0.3 0.29
MS1 BH–NS 14.4 10.8 7.0 0.5 1.7 0.30

ejecta for NS–NS mergers can be divided into two parts: the
contact interface of two neutron stars at the collision and the tidal
tails formed during an early stage of the merger. At the contact
interface, the kinetic energy of the approaching velocities of the
two stars is converted into thermal energy through shock heating.
The heated matter at the contact interface expands into the
low-density region. As a result, the shocked matter can escape
even toward the rotational axis and the ejecta shape becomes
spheroidal. By contrast, the tidal tail component is asymmetric
and the ejecta is distributed near the equatorial plane.

Numerical simulations of NS–NS mergers show that the total
amount of ejecta is in the range 10− 4–10− 2 M⊙ depending on
Mtot, Q, and the EOS (see Figure 2). The more compact neutron
star models with soft EOSs produce a larger amount of ejecta,
because the impact velocities and subsequent shock heating
effects at merger are larger. More specifically, the amount of
ejecta is

10− 4 ! Mej/M⊙ ! 2 × 10− 2 (soft EOSs),

10− 4 ! Mej/M⊙ ! 5 × 10− 3 (stiff EOSs). (1)

Bauswein et al. (2013) show a similar dependence of the
ejecta masses on the EOSs and Mej ! 0.01 M⊙ for stiff EOS
models. According to these results, it is worth noting that the
ejecta masses of the stiff EOS models are likely to be at most
0.01 M⊙.

The dependence of the ejecta mass on the total mass of
the binary is rather complicated as shown in Figure 2. The
ejecta mass increases basically with increasing Mtot as long

2
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Dynamical ejecta and winds
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Accretion disk formation
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Movie:  BNS merger and formation of 
post-merger accretion disk Radice+ 2016
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Movie: long-term evolution of post-merger accretion 
disk, MBH=3Msun (spin: 0.8), Mdisk=0.02Msun
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the magnetic field strength (color-coded in logarithmic scale and Gauss) and rest-mass density contours in the (x, z) plane at representative
times for model dip-60. Magnetic field lines are drawn in red in the left panel. The leftmost inset shows a magnification of the HMNS, the other ones show a
horizontal cut at z = 120 km.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but for model dip-6.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 3. Same as Figure 1, but for model rand.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

field geometry and could be absent if the field is randomly
distributed.

In all of the configurations considered, the mag-
netized baryon-loaded outflow has rest-mass densities
∼108–109 g cm−3 and is ejected from the star with velocities
v/c ! 0.1, in the isotropic part, and v/c ! 0.3, in the colli-
mated part.

Defining the isotropic luminosity as

LEM ≡ −
!

r=Rd

dΩ
√

−g (T
EM

)rt , (2)

where dΩ is the solid-angle element, g is the determinant
of the spacetime metric, and T

EM

µν is the EM part of the

3

wind
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Figure 13. Colormaps of the log of the mass-loss rate per steradian (d2M/dt dΩ, in units of M⊙ s−1 str−1) for the no-spin BNS merger model at 10 ms (top left),
30 ms (top right), 60 ms (bottom left), and 100 ms (bottom right) after the start of the VULCAN/2D simulation, and depicting the mass loss associated with the initial
transient, followed by the neutrino-driven wind. The displayed region covers 2000 × 2000 km2. Regions that are infalling or denser than 1010 g cm−3 are shown in
red, and velocity vectors, overplotted in black, have a length saturated at 7% of the width of the display for a magnitude of 30,000 km s−1. Note the concomitant mass
loss from the poles down to midlatitudes (the wind) and the expansion of BNS merger material at near-equatorial latitudes.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

is on the order of 2×1052 erg in the torus disk, regions with den-
sities between 1011 and 1014 g cm−3. Similar conditions in the
core-collapse context yield powerful, magnetically (and ther-
mally) driven explosions (LeBlanc & Wilson 1970; Bisnovatyi-
Kogan et al. 1976; Akiyama et al. 2003; Ardeljan et al. 2005;
Moiseenko et al. 2006; Obergaulinger et al. 2006; Burrows
et al. 2007a; Dessart et al. 2007). Rotation dramatically en-
hances the rate of mass ejection by increasing the density
rather than the velocity of the flow, even possibly halting ac-
cretion and inhibiting the formation of a black hole (Dessart
et al. 2008). In the present context, the magneto-rotational
effects, which we do not include here, would considerably
enhance the mass flux of the neutrino-driven wind. Impor-
tantly, the loss of differential rotational energy needed to fa-
cilitate the gravitational instability is at the same time de-
laying it through the enhanced mass loss it induces. Work is
needed to understand the systematics of this interplay, and how
much rotational energy the back hole is eventually endowed
with.

Oechslin et al. (2007), using a conformally flat approximation
to GR and an SPH code, find that BNS mergers of the type
discussed here and modeled with the Shen EOS avoid the
general-relativistic gravitational instability for many tens of
milliseconds after the neutron stars first come into contact.
Baumgarte et al. (2000), and more recently Morrison et al.
(2004), Duez et al. (2004, 2006), and Shibata et al. (2006),
using GR (and for some using a polytropic EOS), find that
imposing even modest levels of differential rotation yields a
significant increase by up to 50% in the maximum mass that can
be supported stably, in particular pushing this value beyond that
of the merger remnant mass after coalescence. Surprisingly,
Baiotti et al. (2008), using a full GR treatment but with a
simplified (and soft) EOS, find prompt black hole formation
in such high-mass progenitors. Despite this lack of consensus,
the existence of neutron stars with a gravitational mass around
2 M⊙ favors a high incompressibility of nuclear matter, such
as in the Shen EOS, and suggests that SMNSs formed through
BNS merger events may survive for tens of milliseconds before

wind
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Figure 1. Rest-mass density profiles on the meridional plane for the NS–NS (SLy, Mtot = 2.7M⊙,Q = 1.0) (left) and BH–NS (H4, Q = 3, χ = 0.75) (right) models
at 8.8 ms after the onset of the merger. The red arrows show the velocity profiles of the ejecta.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

simulation using SACRA code (Yamamoto et al. 2008). We
follow the dynamical ejecta with the numerical-relativity simu-
lation until the head of the ejecta reaches ≃1000 km (see Ho-
tokezaka et al. 2013 and Kyutoku et al. 2013 for details). After
that, the density and velocity structures of the ejecta are mod-
eled assuming homologous expansion (Rosswog et al. 2013a).
For the simulations, we employ a piecewise polytropic EOS with
which the cold EOSs of neutron-star matter are well fitted (Read
et al. 2009). For systematic studies of the dependence of mass
ejection on the cold EOSs of neutron-star matter, we consider
five cold EOSs: APR4 (Akmal et al. 1998) and SLy (Douchin &
Haensel 2001) as soft EOSs, ALF2 (Alford et al. 2005) as a mod-
erate EOS, and H4 (Glendenning & Moszkowski 1991; Lackey
et al. 2006) and MS1 (Müller & Serot 1996) as stiff EOSs.7
To take into account the effects of shock heating, we add the
thermal pressure as a Γ-law ideal gas EOS. The ejecta masses
obtained with this approximation of thermal effects agree with
those obtained with tabulated finite-temperature EOSs within
errors of several tens of percent for NS–NS mergers (Bauswein
et al. 2013).

For NS–NS mergers, we choose the total gravitational mass
of the binary Mtot = 2.6 M⊙–2.8 M⊙ and the mass ratio8

Q = 1.0–1.25. For BH–NS mergers, the gravitational mass of
the neutron star MNS is fixed to be 1.35 M⊙ and the mass ratio
is chosen to be Q = 3–7. The nondimensional spin parameter
of the black hole χ is chosen as χ = 0.75. We also perform
the simulations for Q = 7 and χ = 0.5. These parameters,
ejecta masses Mej, and averaged ejecta velocities ⟨vej⟩/c of the
progenitor models are summarized in Table 1.

The morphologies of the ejecta for NS–NS and BH–NS
mergers are compared in Figure 1. This figure plots the profiles
of the density and velocity fields at 8.8 ms after the onset of
the merger. Note that the ejecta velocities are in the small range
between ∼ 0.1c and ∼ 0.3c irrespective of the progenitor model.
However, the ejecta mass and morphology depend sensitively
on the progenitor models. In Table 1, we summarize these
properties of the NS–NS and BH–NS ejecta.

NS–NS ejecta. As shown in Figure 1, the NS–NS ejecta have
a spheroidal shape, rather than a torus or a disk, irrespective of
Q and EOS as long as a hypermassive neutron star is formed
after the merger. The reason is as follows. The origin of the

7 In this Letter, “soft” and “stiff” EOSs mean those which reproduce the radii
R1.35 ! 12 km and R1.35 " 13.5 km, respectively. Here R1.35 is the radius of a
cold, spherical neutron star with the gravitational mass 1.35 M⊙. For all the
EOSs, the maximum masses of spherical neutron stars are larger than ≃2 M⊙.
8 The mass ratio is defined by Q = m1/m2 with m1 " m2, where m1 and m2
are the component masses of a binary.

Table 1
Parameters of the Progenitor Models and Their Ejecta Properties

EOS Type R1.35 Mtot/M⊙ Q χ Mej/10− 2 M⊙ ⟨vej⟩/c
APR4 NS–NS 11.1 2.6–2.9 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.01–1.4 0.22–0.27
SLy NS–NS 11.4 2.6–2.8 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.8–2.0 0.20–0.26
ALF2 NS–NS 12.4 2.6–2.8 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.15–0.55 0.22–0.24
H4 NS–NS 13.6 2.6–2.8 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.03–0.40 0.18–0.26
MS1 NS–NS 14.4 2.6–2.8 1.0–1.25 · · · 0.06–0.35 0.18–0.20

APR4 BH–NS 11.1 5.4–10.8 3.0–7.0 0.75 0.05–1.0 0.23–0.27
ALF2 BH–NS 12.4 5.4–10.8 3.0–7.0 0.75 2.0–4.0 0.25–0.29
H4 BH–NS 13.6 5.4–10.8 3.0–7.0 0.75 4.0–5.0 0.24–0.29
MS1 BH–NS 14.4 5.4–10.8 3.0–7.0 0.75 6.5–8.0 0.25–0.30

APR4 BH–NS 11.1 10.8 7.0 0.5 #10− 4 · · ·
ALF2 BH–NS 12.4 10.8 7.0 0.5 0.02 0.27
H4 BH–NS 13.6 10.8 7.0 0.5 0.3 0.29
MS1 BH–NS 14.4 10.8 7.0 0.5 1.7 0.30

ejecta for NS–NS mergers can be divided into two parts: the
contact interface of two neutron stars at the collision and the tidal
tails formed during an early stage of the merger. At the contact
interface, the kinetic energy of the approaching velocities of the
two stars is converted into thermal energy through shock heating.
The heated matter at the contact interface expands into the
low-density region. As a result, the shocked matter can escape
even toward the rotational axis and the ejecta shape becomes
spheroidal. By contrast, the tidal tail component is asymmetric
and the ejecta is distributed near the equatorial plane.

Numerical simulations of NS–NS mergers show that the total
amount of ejecta is in the range 10− 4–10− 2 M⊙ depending on
Mtot, Q, and the EOS (see Figure 2). The more compact neutron
star models with soft EOSs produce a larger amount of ejecta,
because the impact velocities and subsequent shock heating
effects at merger are larger. More specifically, the amount of
ejecta is

10− 4 ! Mej/M⊙ ! 2 × 10− 2 (soft EOSs),

10− 4 ! Mej/M⊙ ! 5 × 10− 3 (stiff EOSs). (1)

Bauswein et al. (2013) show a similar dependence of the
ejecta masses on the EOSs and Mej ! 0.01 M⊙ for stiff EOS
models. According to these results, it is worth noting that the
ejecta masses of the stiff EOS models are likely to be at most
0.01 M⊙.

The dependence of the ejecta mass on the total mass of
the binary is rather complicated as shown in Figure 2. The
ejecta mass increases basically with increasing Mtot as long

2
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requires large amount of shock 
heated ejecta to obtain high Ye > 0.25

requires metastable NS phase

requires EOS with small NS radius (~12 km)

produces the heavy r-process 
elements in GW170817 
(Ye<0.25)
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Scenario for GW170817
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Fig.: disk properties; contours: optical depth for 
electron neutrinos

Fig.: magnetic fields in the disk; contours: rest-mass density

Post-merger accretion disks: MHD turbulence

Siegel & Metzger 2018aSiegel & Metzger 2017, PRL
properties very similar to 

Ciolfi, Siegel+ 2017, Kiuchi+ 2015
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Fig.: disk properties; contours: optical depth for 
electron neutrinos

Siegel & Metzger 2017, PRL

Fig.: magnetic fields in the disk; contours: rest-mass density

average radially for space-time diagram

properties very similar to 
Ciolfi, Siegel+ 2017, Kiuchi+ 2015

Post-merger accretion disks: MHD turbulence
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Accretion disk dynamo: butterfly diagram

• migrates to higher latitudes

Siegel & Metzger 2018a

magnetic energy is generated 
in the mid-plane

• dissipates into heat off the 
mid-plane

“hot corona”

hot corona launches 
thermal outflows 
(neutron-rich wind)

NS post-merger accretion disk 
are cooled from the mid-plane 
by neutrinos (rather than from 
the EM photosphere)!
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Disk outflow properties

ejecta composition ejecta velocities

v1 ⇡ 0.1c

v1 ⇡ 0.1cSiegel & Metzger 2018a

corresponds to ~8MeV 
per baryon in nuclear 
binding energy release
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Ye ⇡ 0.1� 0.3

mass ejection due to combination of thermal winds 
from hot corona plus nuclear binding energy release
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Why are the disk outflows neutron-rich?

Siegel & Metzger 2018a

9

FIG. 5. Electron fraction Ye and normalized electron chemical potential ⌘ = µ/⇥ at t = 43ms (left), t = 130ms (center), and
t = 250ms (right), showing a mildly degenerate state and low Ye in the inner parts of the disk as a result of self-regulation
(Sec. IVC).

TABLE II. Characteristics of the outflow as recorded by tracer particles: mean electron fraction, specific entropy, expansion
timescales, computed at t = t5GK and classified into equatorial (30� < ✓ < 150�), polar (✓  30� and ✓ � 150�), and total
outflow. The polar angle ✓ for each tracer particle is measured at the end of the simulation. The initial disk mass Mt,in as
well as the total integrated outflow mass (polar/equatorial and total) are also listed. Corresponding values from Newtonian
alpha-disk simulations by [38] (F15) and [54] (J15) are also shown.

simulation neutrino outflow equatorial outflow polar outflow total outflow
absorption type Mt,in Ȳe s̄ t̄exp Ȳe s̄ t̄exp Ȳe s̄ t̄exp Mpol Mout

[10�2M�] [kB/b] [ms] [kB/b] [ms] [kB/b] [ms] [Meq] [Mt,in]
this work no total 2.02 0.17 28 26 0.19 43 18 0.17 30 25 0.15 0.23
this work no unbound 2.02 0.18 31 24 0.19 39 18 0.18 32 23 0.22 0.16
this work yes unbound 2.02 31 24 39 18 32 23 0.22 0.16
F15 t-a80 yes total 3.00 0.22 21 35 0.31 38 9.4 - - - 0.01 0.17

J15 M3A8m03a2 yes total 3.00 - - - - - - 0.27 30 - - 0.23
J15 M3A8m03a5 yes total 3.00 - - - - - - 0.25 33 - - 0.24

diagram clearly indicates the presence of magnetic cycles
with a period of roughly ⇠ 20ms throughout the entire
simulation time domain. In the disk midplane, magnetic
fields of temporally alternating polarity are generated by
MHD turbulence. These fields slowly migrate o↵ the
midplane by magnetic pressure gradients and buoyancy,
where they are gradually dissipated into heat. This mi-
gration and dissipation of magnetic energy contributes
to establishing a ‘hot’ corona above and below the mid-
plane, as indicated by the middle panel of Fig. 7. This
spacetime diagram of the specific entropy shows strongly
increasing specific entropies o↵ the midplane where ma-
gentic field strengths decrease.

In the hot corona powerful outflows are generated.
In these regions of lower density, viscous heating from
MHD turbulence, dissipation of magnetic energy, and
energy release from recombination of free nucleons into
alpha particles exceeds cooling by neutrino emission,
which is strongest in the disk midplane (cf. Fig. 7, lower
panel). This heating-cooling imbalance results in launch-
ing neutron-rich winds from the disk. Above and below
the midplane, the neutrino emissivities decrease as func-
tions of ‘height’ |z| and the weak interactions (and thus
Ye) essentially ‘freeze out’; however, futher mixing in the
(initially turbulent) outflows can still change Ye.

The outflows are tracked by 104 passive tracer particles
that are advected with the plasma. These tracer particles
are of equal mass and they are placed within the initial
torus at t = 0ms with a probability proportional to the
conserved rest-mass density D̂ =

p
�⇢W . We distinguish

between total outflow, defined as the entity of all tracer
particles that have reached a radial coordinate distance
of 103 km from the center of the BH by the end of the
simulation, and unbound outflow, or ejecta, defined as
the entity of tracer particles that are additionally un-
bound according to the Bernoulli criterion �hu0 > 1.
We find that at r = 103 km, (most of) the conversion
of internal to kinetic energy has already been achieved
(h ! 1). Therefore, employing the Bernoulli criterion is
essentially identical to employing the geodesic criterion
�u0 > 1 (non-vanishing escape velocity at infinity), and
our results are not sensitive to the particular choice of a
criterion for unboundness.

Outflows are generated over a wide range of radii. This
is illustrated by Fig. 8, which shows mass histograms of
the outflow tracer particles in terms of their cylindrical
coordinate radii $ =

p
x2 + y2 at the time of ejection

from the disk, $ej ⌘ $(t = tej). We define the time
of ejection from the disk or corona t = tej as the time
after which the radial coordinate position of a tracer

t = 40ms t = 130ms t = 250ms

Neutron-rich conditions favor: 

How can the overall Ye of the outflow stay low (~0.1-0.2)?

e+ + n ! p+ ⌫̄e

(and produce 3rd peak r-process elements?)
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• viscous heating via magnetic turbulence

Neutrino-cooled accretion disks self-regulate 
themselves to mild degeneracy (low Ye matter):

• neutrino cooling

Self-regulation: keeping a neutron-rich reservoir

Fig.: disk properties; contours: rest-mass density

neutrinos

charged-current processes:
e� + p ! n+ ⌫e

e+ + n ! p+ ⌫̄e

pair annihilation:

plasmon decay:

e� + e+ ! ⌫e + ⌫̄e

e� + e+ ! ⌫µ,⌧ + ⌫̄µ,⌧

� ! ⌫e + ⌫̄e

� ! ⌫µ,⌧ + ⌫̄µ,⌧

Beloborodov 2003, Chen & Beloborodov 2007, Metzger+ 2009

Siegel & Metzger 2018aSiegel & Metzger 2017, PRL
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• viscous heating via magnetic turbulence

Neutrino-cooled accretion disks self-regulate 
themselves to mild degeneracy (low Ye matter):

• neutrino cooling

Fig.: disk properties; contours: rest-mass density

neutrinos

Beloborodov 2003, Chen & Beloborodov 2007, Metzger+ 2009

balance with feedback mechanism:

higher degeneracy µe/kT

fewer e-, e+ (lower Ye)

less neutrino emission, i.e., cooling

higher temperatures

lower degeneracy µe/kT

direct evidence of self-regulation

Siegel & Metzger 2018aSiegel & Metzger 2017, PRL

Self-regulation: keeping a neutron-rich reservoir
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Movie: r-process nucleosynthesis from NS merger remnant disks

r-process nucleosynthesis in disk outflows

Siegel & Metzger 2018a
Siegel & Metzger 2017, PRL
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nuclear reaction 
network 
(SkyNet)

• neutron captures
• photo-dissociations

• !-, "-decays

• fission
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Siegel & Metzger 2018a

Siegel & Metzger 2017, PRL

2nd peak

3rd peak

rare-earth peak

• robust 2nd and 3rd peak r-process!

2nd peak 3rd peak

rare-earth peak

1st peak

neutrino 
absorption

• including neutrino absorption: additional good fit to 1st & 2nd peak elements

production of all r-process elements!

16/19

r-process nucleosynthesis in disk outflows
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enrichment 
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Constraints on r-process nucleosynthesis

17/19
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Daniel Siegel

Constraints on r-process nucleosynthesis

post-merger disk outflows are a promising site for the r-process!
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What about galactic chemical evolution?

late-time Eu/Fe decrease appears to be in tension 
with NS merger paradigm

18/19
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Côté+ 2017, 2018, Hotokezaka+ 2018a
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Conclusions

Short gamma-ray bursts in the “time-reversal” scenarioDaniel Siegel 10/10Daniel Siegel

Multiple kilonova components generally expected due to 
various ejecta mechanisms in NS mergers

GW170817 with its exquisite kilonova data allowed us to 
address the origin of the heavy elements, which has been an 
enduring mystery for more than 70 years

First-principle simulations key to understand kilonova 
properties and heavy-element formation (identify the site, 
production processes, abundance pattern etc.)

Simulations + GW170817 + EM (kilonova) point to post-
merger accretion disk winds as promising site (ubiquitous 
phenomenon!)

yet strongest evidence for NS mergers being the prime production site for the r-process

19/19

Relative abundances, total ejecta mass, measured BNS merger rate provide
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• GRMHD: magnetic instabilities (MRI) mediating 
turbulence (transport of angular momentum) in the 
disk (Einstein Toolkit, GRHydro; Loeffler+ 2012, Moesta+ 2014)

First self-consistent simulations modeling r-process 
nucleosynthesis from disk outflows from first principles:

• weak interactions in GRMHD

• realistic EOS (Helmholtz EOS) valid at low 
temperatures and densities, capturing nuclear 
binding energy release from alpha-particle 
formation

Disk simulations: numerical setup

• approximate neutrino transport (leakage scheme)

Previous 2D Newtonian alpha-disk simulations:
Fig.: disk properties; contours: optical depth for 

electron neutrinos

• full r-process network calculations on disk outflows 
using 104 tracer particles (SkyNet; Lippuner & Roberts 2017)

Fernandez & Metzger 2013, 2015, 2017
Just+ 2015

Siegel & Metzger 2018aSiegel & Metzger 2017, PRL

• new enhanced methods for primitive recovery to 
support evolved microphysics Siegel+ 2018

Siegel & Moesta 2018
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